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The Idea 

Plant or microbial cultivation and monitoring can be a time consuming and tedious process, 
especially, if precise analysis of plant/colony growth is required. Nonetheless, little automation is 
commonly used for this purpose in today’s laboratories. Generally, quantitative assessment of 
cultures has become vastly important for biological research, with great improvements in bioassay 
and drug discovery and monitoring, often achieved by microplate/multi-well analysis combined with 
absorptive or fluorescent photometry. The method produces fast and reliable results, but 
commercial devices are costly and limited to a narrow spectrum of experimentation. A simple 
expansion of the system could greatly improve the usability of plate readers for not only the current 
purposes, but also other fields, such as cell culture monitoring. 
 
We propose an open-source platform for automatic (flat – e.g. Marchantia) plant and colony 
scanning, which extends the plate-reading-functionality to morphological and long-term analysis and 
will also be more flexible, considering growth plate size. This is an extension of the initiative of the 
Cambridge 2015 iGEM team, who developed an open source fluorescence microscope and want to 
integrate a similar optical analysis into colony scanning tools as part of the work of the Synthetic 
Biology Student Society in Cambridge.  
For this technology vision to become a) technically viable, b) to be tested on biologically relevant 
questions and c) to ensure the establishment of a longer-term development community around the 
tool, we propose specifically: 
 
a) The development of technological tools that combine video and optical microscopy techniques 
with CNC technology, currently used in 3D printers and CNC mills. 
– A more precise and more affordable CNC translation stage to seamlessly operate with optical 
microscopy devices 
– Technical interfaces that allow easy integration of open source measurement and preparation 
tools on the stage 
– A new open source tool that allows to identify and pick or mark colonies and their positions. 
Optical analysis tools and their integration and testing will be performed as part of the SynBio 
Society work in their own time with microscope and technology developed by them and further 
collaborators. This aims to extend the functionality of the stage to the following: Scanning a 
cultivation area covered with growth plates; creating a map, which can then be navigated with a 
microscope; automatically focus and record time-lapse videos for each colony. 
 
b) Testing and the stage and tools on seed germination experiments. 
 
c) Replication the hardware as identical set for laboratories of this collaboration in Norwich, 
Cambridge and Slovenia to lay a foundation for easy feedback and collaboration. 

Who We Are 

We are a multidisciplinary team of scientists from Cambridge and Norwich collaborating with 
Institute IRNAS Rače as the engineering partner to develop open hardware cost effective automation 
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for laboratory use. The mixed expertise of the team allows us to efficiently evaluate the solutions 
from the user perspective as well as to optimize them to best suit the distributed and affordable 
production methods, such that large-scale adoption of the design is feasible. This projects enable the 
progression, integration and testing of open tools in a versatile multi-location environment in a 
collaborative manner. 
 
Cambridge: 
* Tobias Wenzel, tw347@cam.ac.uk, PhD student at the University of Cambridge, involved as iGEM 
co supervisor, idea generation and collaboration facilitation. Expert of design for science makers and 
high quality open documentations with DocuBricks. 
* Students from the Synthetic Biology Society Cambridge, cusbs-executive@srcf.net, as part of their 
hardware development project to integrate open source microscopy and colony scanning. 
 
Norwich: 
* Neil Pearson, Neil.Pearson@tgac.ac.uk, TGAC, contributes prototyping and programming 
knowledge to support integration and testing. 
* Nick Pullen, ji.zhou@tgac.ac.uk, post-doc scientist (the Penfield group, JIC), testing and application 
to seed germination experiments. 
* Ji Zhou, Phenomics PL between TGAC and JIC, testing and application to seed germination 
experiments. 
 
Slovenia: 
*Luka Mustafa, musti@irnas.eu, and team at the Institute IRNAS Race. The IRNAS team has 
developed a number of recognizable open hardware projects for scientific applications, notably the 
wireless optical communication system KORUZA operating as a testbed for researchers, as well as 
being a practical and novel networking solution as well as an affordable GoodenoughCNC toolset for 
open and distributed production. 

Implementation 

We propose to design and produce a CNC translation stage with a sufficiently precise mechanical 
system to achieve an accuracy to repeatably find sample positions of a large area at the resolution of 
microscope magnification, which is key to the overall application. Current analysis of available open 
hardware systems is limited to 3D printers and CNC mills, however the iGEM team experience with 
using such systems in 2015 has proven they lac accuracy and are of impractical form-factor for 
laboratory application. Thus, as a collaboration of partners we are setting up requirements for a 
translation stage to carry an optical microscope or other application systems over a growth area or 
multiple petri dishes.  
 
A low-cost and open hardware solution will be formed based on pre-existing prototypes developed 
by Institute IRNAS Rače and optimized for the specific application. The outcome of this development 
project will be a fully documented and reproducible open hardware translation stage with control 
electronics able to carry an application system. 
 
In order for this application system to be tested and applied in colony scanning within this project, 
we propose to include into the developments the integration of an open hardware optical 
microscope (as planned by the SynBio Student Society).We will test and evaluate the existing open 
source microscopes and integrate them as an application system to the translation stage. 
Furthermore, the application range will be extended with the development of a colony picker that 
can sample and transfer physical matter between the growth plates or specified locations within the 
translation range. We will evaluate existing solutions, we are currently not aware of any suitable 



open hardware systems, and propose to develop our own solution and integrate it with the 
translation stage. The outcome will be a picker mechanism suitable for the use with the translation 
stage that can also serve as a standalone design re-usable as an open hardware system. 
 
Beyond the hardware development and software/integration testing, we propose to test the system 
in order to collect novel type of data within a seed germination experiments conducted in Norwich. 

Benefits and outcomes 

As described above, we propose to combine, extend and integrate several partially existing 
hardware solutions in order to make an open source hardware solution available to average 
research laboratories, that will allow for automated and long-time monitoring and screening of 
colonies and (low growing) plants. This will lay the foundation to answer new types of research 
questions, the data for which is currently unattainable. We will share all designs as detailed and 
modular documentation on the platform DocuBricks. We will furthermore start the software tool 
extension and testing of the equipment on research questions and openly report on the progress. 
We want to lay the foundation of a community around this novel hardware platform, by bringing 
identical copies into the respective diverse labs of this collaboration. 

Budget 

The set budget is split in two key categories, prototypes of open hardware and collaboration 
expenses with the overall goal to develop and introduce the developed equipment into partners 
works environments 

Translation stage based on requirements set collaboratively between partners will be developed in 
minimally two revisions with testing and validation.  

• Hardware material costs   £500 
• External workshop/prototyping costs   £500 

The application systems to be integrated with the translations stage are a 3D printable microscope 
and a colony picker tool extended with software backing to identify and sample from multiple 
growing surfaces. 

• Parts for construction of open hardware solutions   £300 
• Parts for development and testing of colony picker   £300 

Construction of between 3 and 5 operational prototypes for use by partners after the end of this 
grant 

• Translation stage with microscope and picker 300 per unit, total   £1500 

Travel and workshop expenses to organize a workshop with operational prototypes for all partners 
to get together, test and verify the operation 

• Travel   £400 
• Food/event   £100 

 
Total:   £3600 


